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BAROMETER is a student newspaper for the exchange of ideas 
information concerning the development and improvement of ~ 
professional environment at NPS and within the U. S.~~6Y '~ 
r---_____ - __ -~~--_______ -':_. __ ==, (.. ';:.. -J 
OFFICERS, FACULTY, STAFF and WIVES ~~. \-::p 
are invited to contribute articles 0- -;.D ~ 
of interest to the BAROMETER ~~ 
c/o The Editor. 0 
WHAT's IN A NAME? 
A professor in my undergraduate course in literary criticism made a practice of 
listing four passages in an exam without giving any titles or author's names and then 
asking the student to criticize what the passages said rather than who said it. In one 
such exam a number of us picked a magazine ad for candles over one of the less well known 
poems by Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
It came to me that I might be making the same mistake in my professional reading 
that I did in the literary class: attributing a quality to a passage before I read it 
simply because I recognized the author's name. Without denying the role of expertise 
in the selection of reading material, many of us use the a.uthor's name as a flag to 
select the articles we read from those we pass up. This is probably a behavior generated 
because we do not have the time or inclination to read everything we see each day. 
To test yourself in this regard, read the four passages quoted below. The exerpts 
have been chosen so that the subject matter will be somewhat similar. After you have 
read the selections, the names of the authors will be given, although not in the same 
order as the exerpts. Try to match the quotations with the author's names. (Assuredly 
it is possible to quote a passage out of context and thereby misrepresent the author. 
Hopefully this has not been done here. It should be relatively simple to match the 
quotation and the author.) 
QUOTATION 1 
o The trouble with the current debate on foreign policy in the United States is that 
we have permitted the isolationists to set the terms of the debate on that subsidiary 
issue while concealing the truly great primary question we face - the question of how we 
move toward stable peace. 
The way to talk about military forces is to pose this question: What American forces 
are required, in a world where others are gradually gathering strength, to provide a 
secure base for the pursuit of stable peace? 
The grand question is, then: Can America overcome the Tocqueville Oscillation; can 
America for the first time make the responsible, steady, and energetic pursuit of stable 
peace the focus of its foreign policy rather than await situations of mortal danger before 
we react convulsively? Are we doomed to oscillate between: "Too proud to fight" and a 
crusade to make the world safe for democracy; between Neutrality Acts and "uncondi tional 
s urrender"; between sentimentali ty about our noble ally, Joseph Stalin, plus "bring the 
boys home" and rigid cold war policies; or, to invert the sequence, between a Communist 
China viewed as an abiding mortal enemy and now, in the wake of pingpong diplomacy, the 
intoxicating discovery that the streets of Peking are clean, Mao makes the trains run on 
time, and the danger to Southeast Asia has, therefore, ended. 
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It is time we grew up. The Tocqueville Oscillation is a mortally dangerous game 
in a nuclear age. 
QUOTATION 2 
But I address you at a time that is not too pleasant for military personnel. For 
in today's world of emphasized permissiveness and the intensive vogue of anti-discipline, 
and in today's distorted and perverted revision of values from what we once knew, the 
military is at one of its lowest ebbs in public opinion. It is being blamed by so many 
unknowing and unthinking Americans for disastrous decisions made by civilian leaders. 
The elusiveness of a quick and complete victorious settlement of the Vietnam conflict 
and the drain that it has made on the lives and blood of our youth, the drain that it 
has made on our resources and the resulting prevention of their greater application to 
our domestic needs, and the uncertainty of life that it has created for our youth have 
all produced an emotional search by too many Americans for a scapegoat. In that human 
pattern of blaming someone else for one's own mistakes, the military has been conveniently 
~~und . With 20-20 hindsight, it is not difficult to conclude that certain tragic mis-
perceptions were made on Vietnam. 
The nature of the conflict was not perceived with the accuracy that it should have 
been. 
The attitude and lack of will of the Vietnamese to whose defense we rallied were 
not accurately perceived. 
The American power to win - and, more importantly, to win quickly - under the imposed, 
limited conditions of combat - was tragically misperceived. Our civilian leaders promised 
the American public more than they could deliver - a quick victory with limited cost and 
limited effort. Remember the optimistic talk 6 and 7 years ago about bringing the boys 
home by Christmas? 
The American attitude at home, that is, the American will at home in a protracted 
conflict during which our civilian leaders extravagantly promised more than they could 
deliver with their deliberately imposed limitations on the military, was tragically 
misevaluated and misperceived. 
QUOTATION 3 
A secret Vietnam study, which President Nixon ordered before he was sworn in, warned 
that the massive bombing of North Vietnam had failed to hamper the enemy war effort. 
As President-elect, he had sought hard answers about the war he had promised to end. 
His foreign policy czar, Henry Kissinger, fired off a series of questions to the key 
government agencies. The answers caused him to remark afterward: "We found out how 
ignorant we were." 
NSSM-l - Kissinger compiled the answers in a bulky National Security Study Memorandum, 
which became known inside the White House as NSSM-l. A bootleg copy found its way to 
Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska) who has been analyzing it for months. Significantly, he is 
the same senator who dared to spread the secret Pentagon Papers on the Senate record. 
We have also obtained a copy of NSSM-l, which gives a devastating appraisal of the 
3.neffectiveness of ex-President Lyndon Johnson's bombing campaign. 
QUOTATION 4 
"A year and a half ago," ••• "I met a guy from Stanford Research Institute who said he 
expected to land a $50,000 contract from the Navy for a study that would prove that the 
Navy needed 18 attack carriers instead of 15. That made me take a look at all these 
"institutes" - Rand, Hudson, the Center for Naval Analysis, there must be 50 of them. 
They're getting most of their money from the military, and all their studies support 
increased military spending." 
"We need an independent, objective group that will look at the need for military 
forces from the U. S. point of view rather than from the single-service point of view. 
National security is the most important thing to the life of a country, but it consists 
of more than the military. " 
-~.---------------------------------------------
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'~e want to take into account the social, economic and political needs of our 
society. " (A framed cartoon waiting to be hung on the ••. [author's] wall shows Uncle 
Sam behind the wheel of a sports car that has crashed because the tire marked "military" 
has become vastly overinflated compared to the other three.) 
"The military has become far too massive and powerful." ••• "Defense tells State 
it wants a port for ships in Greece and State arranges it. That's so sailors can be 
near their families. But hell, sailors ought to be serving the nation, not the other 
way around." 
These passages were written by columnist Jack Anderson, Senator Margaret Chase 
Smith, Dr. Walt W. Rostow, and RADM Gene La Rocque, USN (Ret.) (Director of the newly 
formed Center for Defense Information) - although the identification of each quotation 
is reserved for later in this issue. 
Now ask yourself whether your reading of these passages was altered by the omission 
of the author's names. For most of us it was. Whether this practice of reading known 
authors is bad or simply necessary is another question. 
KNOX MEMORIAL LIBRARY - An Interview 
There is a lot more to running a library to support a university the size of the 
Postgraduate School than most of us realize. As individual students or faculty members 
most of us are concerned with the hours the library is open, whether or not a particular 
book or article we need is available, and the degree of comfort we can achieve in the 
individual or group study areas. 
In a recent interview with Professor George Luckett, PG School's Head Librarian, 
The BAROMETER tried to answer some other questions of importance. How does the library 
"keep itself current" in the large number of areas of interest to the students and faculty? 
How does the library maintain its ability to support the study and research being conducted 
in the many varied curricula? What is done to support a new field of study which is 
established? (For example: After years as an engineering school with its technical 
library, how does the PG School establish a library to support a management or an O. A. 
department?) How is the degree of support determined which will be allotted to each 
department during a given year? Who decides what books should be purchased? How could 
a student try to get a book included in the library? These are some of the questions 
answered during this interview. 
First of all, the book or journal acquisition dollar is not divided directly among 
the different departments. Each department has its own "working library" supported out 
of its own funds. But the division made of the common fund is made along the lines of 
fields of study, such as physics, economics, history, social sciences, in the traditional 
(library) subject matter breakdown. Faculty and Library (Staff) specialists are appointed 
for each field. The faculty expert is assigned by the department chairman responsible 
for that field, while the library staff member is assigned usually on the basis of 
undergraduate training in the field or experience in bibliographic acquisition. 
The number of units (books) to be purchased in a given field depends on several 
factors: The number of students and faculty members working in the field, the amount of 
research being done (as evidenced by the number of papers being written) in the field, 
Ie number of books published on the subject, as well as the average cost of these books. 
The need in a given area is determined by the faculty representative. Thus if a 
student wishes to indicate a need, he should contact the department representative. The 
number of units which may be purchased is determined using the factors referenced above 
and the faculty member submits his requests for acquisition. If more books are requested 
than can be purchased with the resources available, then the faculty member's priority 
classes (A,B •.• ) will be used until the money runs out. If the department does not use 
its option, the library staff member will select the books based on the reviews available 
and his own experience in this area, but the department's desires are always "cranked in" -
whenever possible. Usually the faculty and staff member work hand-in-hand making the 
selection. 
When a new field of study is being organized, a proportionately large percentage of 
the acquisition fund is devoted to buildingup a library collection to support the new 
field. As much as fifteen per cent could be spent each year until a representative library 
is assembled. This is in addition to any money specifically set aside for the purpose by 
the Bureau of Personnel. 
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Periodically the library's collection of volumes in a given field is screened to 
make sure it is current. Such factors as frequency of circulation. average demand over 
a period of time, and amount of technical turnover are considered when a determination 
is being made whether to retire a book. Again the faculty representative can retain a 
book on the basis that it is a classic in the field of study, or he can recommend its 
removal on the basis that it is outdated. 
In the area of journals the library maintains subscriptions to approximately 1200 
journals, with another 1300 being received without charge. Because of the tightness of 
funds in this category, recommendations for new subscriptions mus t be on a "compensated-
basis", i. e. give up one to get one. There is not the same restriction in regard to 
technical reports. The library has included its name on the automatic distribution list 
for reports in areas of interest to faculty and students, since these reports are ex-
changed without charge to the institution. An examination of the publication "This Week 
in the Library" (available in the library, among other places) will show the large mnnber 
of reports received weekly. 
One subject which was discussed during the interview was the theft of books and 
magazines from the library. All of us are aware of occasions on which we have tried to 
check out a book only to find out that it was "missing" - gone but not checked out. A 
number of books are removed from the stacks each day and are left in the study booths. 
These are collected daily and reshelved daily by library personnel. Others are "borrowed" 
for a quarter or more and then returned without comment when the student is transferred, 
or when he has no further need for the book. This tendency of a book "to wander" is 
considered so serious at civilian universities that special steps are taken to reduce the 
number of missing books. One such technique called Sentronics, makes use of a magnetic 
strip on each book, which sounds an alarm when the book is taken from the library (through 
the exit located next to the librarian's desk) wi thout being checked out. 
At the Postgraduate School the reader is given the benefit of the doubt; but, even 
though the individual is presumed honest, the number of books purchased to replace 
"borrowed" books averages 4 - 5 a week. 
Recently I heard a "story" which reported that the copier was being moved to the 
second story of the library because it was leaking where it was in the library's 
administrative offices. This is a good example of the type of story which can be generated 
in the vacuum created by lack of information. The real reason for the move is connected 
with a recent decision made to change the policy concerning journals. Until the present 
magazines could be checked out in the same manner as books. When the faculty was 
questioned in regard to this issue, a majority said they preferred restricting the use 
of periodicals to the library on the premise that when a reader needs to refer to a 
magazine, it should be on hand. Secondly, when a bound volume of articles is checked out 
by one reader, all the other articles are placed out of circulation for the other readers. 
As soon as the new policy is properly promulgated, students will increase their use 
of the copying machine to copy articles, therefore the copier has to be moved where the 
user can have better access to it. This is the real purpose in the relocation - the 
sandwich-line rumors not withstanding. Of ocurse it is also recognized that the 
''borrowing'' of volumes of articles will increase with this restriction, but this is 
something which can be controlled by the library users, if we will. 
Just as the library makes use of cooperation of experienced faculty and library staff 
representatives to maintain a current library, Professor Luckett assures us that his 
professional staff is ready and willing to provide service for the individual, student and 
C~culty alike. 
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